POLY LENS
Now you can make collaboration better for every user in every workspace. Poly Lens gives you a window into collaboration environments across your entire organization, with a spotlight on how spaces and devices are being used. Get a clear picture of what’s working and where you can improve and take control with fast device onboarding. Cloud access delivers flexibility, agility, and security, adding value without heavy IT lifting. No need to buy servers means more bang for your budget. Everything you need to make the most of your workspace is right at your fingertips.

- Frictionless device onboarding using easy to use QR code or pin code makes linking thousands possible without heavy technical support, while single sign-on offer secure and easy user access.
- Extend your reach and increase control using interactive maps and filters to geolocate Poly devices.
- Simple layout with intelligent news feed highlights the most important and meaningful actions and insights.
- Gain flexibility and room to grow by maintaining valuable and historical insights when changing VaaS providers.

LEARN MORE
For more information on Poly Lens visit www.poly.com/lens